Poles No Poland

A Reader asks: (numbered to match the answers)
It seems that the Earth Pole Inversion Event is getting close
https://undark.org/article/books-alanna-mitchell-spinning-magnet/
Also Erik [presumably Medhus, of Channeling Erik®] has spoken about this event as occurring very soon
(some years ahead, at the time).

1) Is it said that the pole inversion will take years and the magnetic shield will be severely weakened

during this time? Scientist are giving a fearsome scenario of hundreds of years before things "settle out"
(that is, a stable, long lasting configuration is reached), but I had received a different imput from you
and Erik.
You (informed by the Committee) wrote of poles erratic behaviour (I suppose, positioning), but the
extent the magnetic shield will be weakened, and the time extension of this wobbling, is unclear.

2) Is possible to have a better defined time boundary for this event (5- 10- 20 years) ?
What I would, is only to be able to reassure people around me and avoid they freak out, when it
happens.
In the meantime, I wanted just to thank you, the Committee and Erik for the invaluable support.
Excellent questions, more examples of human testing, averaging, skepticism and resistance to anything
not photographed video &/or audio recorded, seen, smelled, touched and physically felt to the satisfaction
of the observer. Gather as many data points as possible, to achieve certainty and reduce doubt. The
human condition, pursue and increase the positive, avoid or reduce the negative.
As much as everybody does this, both things always exist; consider that a moment.
The Committee explains:
1.
The question does not specifically address Earth's poles in the three ways such effect might and
has occurred; physical reversal, magnetic pole reversal and magnetic pole movement.
Earth rotates on an axis, reversal of the hard surface cap can occur because of the liquid core. This has
happened to many planets and will continue, and it has happened to Earth long before mankind
appeared. One reason among others your moon was brought to revolve about Earth was to greatly lessen
this possibility, by making Earth's rotation and orbit steadier. The belief, correct but not quite complete, is
that your moon orbits Earth and Earth orbits the sun. In practice, the moon and Earth oscillate around
the central star you call your sun. This steady oscillation makes Earth far more resistant to forces and
effects which might physically reverse the axis of rotation poles. Such forces have not come to into play for
the large majority of mankind's presence and were not a material effect wen they did, in part because of
this preventive step.
As we have commented before, Earth's moon was brought from Jupiter by your alien extraterrestrial
cousins. It was not difficult to achieve this, because the gravity of other planets does most of the work, and

breaking free a moon is achieved with gravity and magnetism reversal technology. This will be well
understood when demonstrated to you, in due and at the proper time.
Physical reversal of Earth poles, a flipping right side up or upside down - either is accurate depending on
the chosen view - has and can occur because of strong, abrupt gravimetric fields which pull the physical
surface around. Rotation of your planet's sphere would continue in the same direction however the tilt
might not be the same and climate temporarily reversed and with certainty, changed over time.
Magnetic pole reversal can occur in a lesser scenario and will be without much effect. This is what
happens when a magnet is turned. Poles simply indicate flow direction; often that flow does occur is more
important than its direction.
What is certain to happen to Earth is fluctuation of the magnetic field, magnetic atmosphere or
magnetosphere. These oscillations will cause the physical location of the surface magnetic poles to wander
rapidly, often hundreds of kilometers in only hours.
2.
No schedule or timeline can be given, as the events involving magnetic field intensity fluctuation
have already begun and will continue. What is called global warming or climate change is one effect.
There will not be a magnetic pole reversal and there will not be a physical reversal of Earth's hard cap over
the liquid center core. Abrupt movement of magnetic pole locations against the hard and liquid planet
surface are what will happen.
Were such reversal event, either magetnosphere or physical, to happen, we would not inform a schedule.
We know when each of you is scheduled to die, along the calendar you create and follow. Who is told by a
medium, psychic or channel when s/he will die?
We trust you understand.
Be well one and all, do return as you see fit.

